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Abstract  

In a recently started research project which took place at University of Gavle during the year 2015 an 

ultra-wideband (UWB) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for non-destructing evaluation of walls was used 

to detect the metal target (pipe). The SAR used is designed by a small radar company in Gavle called 

Radarbolaget. 

  

This thesis is the aim to improve the detection capability of the SAR. The improvement is based on target 

(metal pipe) detection at different orientation angle by implementing polarimetry technique on SAR 

system. The SAR is then set to scan the target at four different polarizations and process the signals of 

repeated measurements with four different polarization of the transmitter and receiver antennas. The data 

from the target is then processed by the rotation matrix at different orientation angle using MATLAB to 

get new data matrix with their corresponding angles of rotation and process them by using SAIL algorithm 

to gives four 3D representation of the target. The target orientation can be simply identified by simply 

looking at the image with higher intensity.  
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Introduction 

This section will discuss the radar background and its application, introduces the problem to be solved, 

and gives the aim of the thesis with the methodology used in solving the problem of a research work 

activity. Furthermore, it gives the outline of the thesis report. 

1.1 Background 

The radar technology has been advancing and play an important roles in our everyday life. It has been 

used in both military and civilian purpose due to its wide variety of applications such as guidance, 

imaging, sensing and global positioning.  

 

Radar has been evolved from one generation to another and in each generation was better than preceding 

one. The radar evolution focused on performance improvement and utility enhancement, this is because 

has been playing important roles in the everyday life. Evolution of radar technology is divided into three 

major generations based on the capability to extract the information. The first generation is basic pulse 

radar which has the capability to determine the position of a remote target. The second generation is 

coherent radar which had the capability to detect and measure the motion of the target and the third 

generation is a digital computer embedded. This generation radar is computer controlled system and can 

give better detection and tracking ability even for a weak or cluttered signal. Also the radar cost is often 

reduced due to built-in components such as signal processing hardware, digital-to-analog converter, 

memory and graphics processors and central processing unit.  [1]. 

 

Radar was developed to be used as a tool for target detection during 1920’s. Since then the Engineers 

started to advance in radar technology by start attaching the radar antenna to a moving platform such as 

aircraft. In the late 1930’s the new idea of side looking airborne radar (SLAR) introduced in the field 

of radar imaging. The first imaging radar was invented during World War II, used the B-scan which 

produced an image in a rectangular format. However, the image formed by SLAR was poor in azimuth 

resolution. During Earlier 1950, scientist Carl Wiley described the use of Doppler frequency analysis to 

improve radar image resolution. The technique was originally called Doppler beam sharpening, but 

today is known as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [2]. 

  

The scientists improved SAR the system to operate at low frequency to facilitate detecting changes in 

densely forested areas. SAR system which operates at low frequency is famous by the name UWB SAR 

whose system offers high image resolution and larger scene size. UWB SAR is famous in the imaging 

application, the imaging applications for UWB SAR sre basic in other applications such as in  geoscience 
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and remote sensing.  UWB SAR system allows detection changes and identifies target of interest in the 

large-scale area [3].  

1.2 Aim and Objectives 

This thesis is the aim to improve the detection of a metal target (pipe) at any orientation angle through 

bi-static synthetic aperture radar. This was possible by implementing synthetic aperture radar 

polarimetry and rotation matrix techniques to process the signals of repeated measurements. The 

measurements were done with the transmitter and receiver antennas set in different polarization so as to 

be able to detect and estimate the orientation angle of the metal pipe. 

1.3 Motivation 

Today we are living in the world with a lot of disasters like wars and earthquakes, Due to this larger 

structures and building got abnormalities such as cracks, it is very necessary to be able to detect the 

abnormalities to prevent further loss and destruction as well as rescuing purposes. Despite having several 

methods of identifying some abnormalities, often some abnormalities is either unknown or can’t be 

reached by a human which makes hard to locate the abnormalities. In order to be able to encounter these 

challenges and overcome the drawbacks of existing methods, a Radar company called Radabolaget 

developed a non-destructive, non-contact detection Bi-static Ultra-wide band Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(UWB SAR), to accurately identify and locate cracks in the structure under study, it takes a significant 

amount of information collected by the SAR. This requires the radar to operate with a wide frequency 

band for better image resolution. My responsibility was to implemets polarimetry technique to the radar 

and applying rotation theory for the radar to be able to solve the above problems. 

1.4 Thesis Layout 

The thesis comprised of the following chapters, 

Chapter 2 will introduce SAR, SAR fundamentals techniques, UWB SAR, UWB signals and SAIL 

imaging library algorithm, also the polarimetry technique and rotation matrix are discussed in this 

chapter which is the principal theory behind the goal of the thesis.  

Chapter 3 will explain the how the SAR polarimetry and rotational matrix work together to give the 

experimental result.  

Chapter 4 will discuss the results and the method were chosen, the strengths and weaknesses of the 

work.  

Chapter 5 presents the conclusion with possible future work. 
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2 Theory 

In this chapter the focus is on understanding the radar basics, this includes radar basic system and its 

operating mechanism, the radar parameter and set up for better target detection. Furthermore, it 

highlights SAR, UWB SAR and radar signal and how the signal is processed. 

2.1 Radar 

Radar  stands for radio detection and ranging. Radar is a sensor which transmits and receives 

electromagnetic energy on target detection and tracking. It uses radio waves to determine the range, 

angle, or velocity of objects. It can be used to detect aircraft, ships, motor vehicles, weather formations, 

and terrain. Basically, radar is composed of electromagnetic wave generator (radio waves), transmitter, 

receiver, an emitting antenna and a receiving antenna (separate or single controlled by a switch as seen 

in Figure 1), data recorder, and processor [4]. Figure 1 shows the basic radar system. 

 

Figure 1:Basic block diagram of typical radar system [5] 

 

First radar signal is generated with the help of microwave generator and transferred to the transmitter 

by means of the transmission line, and then with the help of the switch, the generated signal is sent to 

the antenna to be transmitted to the target. Only some little portion of the signals captured by the target 

and reflected back to the direction of the radar receiver depending on the radar cross section value of 

the target, the  receiver antenna detect some portion of the scattered energy and sent into the receiver 

with the help of the switch. And a receiver collects returned echoes. The returned echo signal is 

converted to a digital number by the receiver and then stored by data recorder for later processing and 

display [6].  
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2.2 Electromagnetic Wave Scattering 

As discussed in Section 2.1, when the signal from radar reaches the target only portion of the signal is 

captured and then scattered toward the direction of the receiver, here the term scattering is obtained. 

Scattering is the deviation of the wave path when electromagnetic wave hit a target. This phenomenon 

is classified according to the size/shape of the object (Scatterer) with respect to the wavelength of the 

electromagnetic wave. Rayleigh scattering is when the size of the scatterer is smaller than the 

wavelength of the electromagnetic wave while when the size of the scatterer is longer than the 

wavelength of the electromagnetic wave, the type is geometrical scattering and for physical optics 

scattering the size of the scatterer is comparable to the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. 

Eelectromagnetic scattering is the principle phenomenon for radar theory and imaging, because the 

image displayed by the radar is actually the scattered energy from the target. The scattered signal is the 

one carrying the object’s information including velocity, location and size [7]. 

2.3 Radar Signal 

Synthetic aperture radar uses pulse signal because it transmit and receive a sequence of a modulated 

signal and the same type of pulse is repeated in every  𝑇𝑃𝑅   interval. 𝑇𝑃𝑅 represent pulse repetition period 

or time delay between two transmitted pulse. This way SAR can be able to gather the range information 

using the time delay between the transmitted and the received pulses [7]. Pulse signal is well explained 

in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2:Pulsed signal sequence [7] 
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In Figure 2 𝑡 is difined as the pulse width or pulse duration of the transmitted signal, this aim to ensure 

that the radar emits sufficient energy to allow that the reflected pulse is detectable by its receiver. 𝑇𝑅 

represent rest time (interval between pulses). 

 

2.4 Radar Range 

For a SAR to be able to perform its applications, the received signal must be detectable to successful 

extract the information of the target, the key to this is the range from the radar receiver to the target, 

this is the maximum distance at which the received signal from the target can be detected over the 

noise floor of the radar [7], see Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3:Minimum received power corresponding to the range of SAR [7] 

 

In Figure 3, 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛  shows the minimum power the signal can be detected at the radar receiver. Below the 

dotted line is the noise flow which tells the signal arrived with signal strength below the dotted line will 

not be detected. The signal arrived at the radar receiver from the target can be affected by couples of 

reasons including path loss exponent (𝑛), and the radar-target distance (𝑅𝑚) [7], and these parameters 

are related by the equation below. 

 

𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑘

𝑅𝑚
𝑛                                                                    (1) 
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Where k is the constant given by the gains of the antennas of the radar, transmitted power and the 

frequency of the signal. 

 

2.5 Maximum Range and Range Ambiguity 

As discussed in Section 2.3 that the range from the radar to the target depends on the delay of the 

transmitted and received pulse, and the pulses are repeated after every 𝑇𝑃𝑅 second, this means that 

next the transmitted signal to the target should be back to the receiver before the next transmission to 

avoid ambiguity. In this sense the distance to the target should not exceed the maximum range to 

which the backscatter can be detected at the receiver antenna of the radar [7]. This can be well 

mathematically explained from equation (2) to (4). 

𝑇𝑃𝑅 ≥
2𝑅𝑚

𝑐
                                                                      (2) 

Since 𝑇𝑃𝑅 is fixed then 

𝑅𝑚 ≥ 𝑐
 𝑇𝑃𝑅

2
                                                                 (3) 

Therefore   

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑐
 𝑇𝑃𝑅

2
                                                             (4) 

 

Where 𝑇𝑃𝑅  is pulse repetition time, 𝑐  is the speed of signal and 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum unambiguous 

range, the maximum range in which the target can be detected. If the target is at the distance greater 

than the maximum range the target will not be detected. 

 

2.6 Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Synthetic aperture radar is a technique for detecting generating high-resolution image from the received 

signals from the target. High resolution image is obtained by processing several scans of the same target 

at different aperture positions and recombine them by taking account of the Doppler effects. This will 

result a generation of high resolution image as the resolution of a radar with a larger antenna aperture. 

The synthetic aperture is obtained when the antennas are mounted on a moving platform which moves 

the antennas in specifically required range (azimuth range) during the data acquisition [8].  Since the 

propagation speed of the radar signal is much faster than that of the platform, the radar approximately 

stops at each aperture position. This procedure is repeated for whole aperture positions associated with 

the motion of the platform relative to the target. From a signal processing point of view, a set of echoes 

recorded at all aperture position is equivalent to echoes collected by a very large antenna at a time. This 

is the result of the synthetic aperture which is much larger than the physical length of the radar antenna 
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[8].  SAR is an important tool due to its number of useful applications, but in this thesis the focus is on 

its target orientation detection capability. 

 

Figure 4:An illustration of the operation of a synthetic aperture radar system [8] 

 

2.6.1 Transmitted Signal from the SAR system 

Since the radar platform is moving along azimuth direction with certain velocity (𝑉𝑝) while sending and 

receiving the signals. The ranges between the radar to the target are different, and the time delays to 

these echoes are also different. The signals particularly used in the SAR system are called linear FM 

signals [10, 11], the mathematical expression of a linear transmitted FM signal as the function of range 

time (𝑡) is 

𝑆𝑇𝑋(𝑡) = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 (
𝑡

𝑇𝑅
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠{2𝜋𝑓0 + 𝜋𝐾𝑅𝑡2} = 𝑊𝑅(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠{2𝜋𝑓0 + 𝜋𝐾𝑅𝑡2}                   (5) 

 

Where  𝑇𝑅 , 𝐾𝑅 , 𝑓0, and 𝑊𝑅   denotes the pulse duration of the transmission, chirp rate, center frequency 

and the transmit window so called pulse envelope. The received signal is time-delayed and attenuated 

due to noise and the range of propagation [9, 10]. 
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2.6.2 Received Signal at the SAR System   

The raw received signal is a three-dimensional with two-time dimensions, range/fast time (due to speed 

of light) and azimuth/slow speed (due to radars’ platform speed), the mathematical expression of a linear 

received FM signal is the summation of the reflections from M-different point targets  

𝑆𝑅𝑋(𝑡, 𝜂) = ∑ [𝐹𝑚𝑊𝑚 (𝑡 −
2𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
) 𝑊𝑎(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑐)𝑒

−4𝜋(
𝑓0𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
)+𝑗𝜋𝐾𝑅(𝑡−

2𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
)

2

] + 𝑛𝑚(𝑡, 𝜂)𝑀−1
𝑚=0       (6) 

 

This signal has high-frequency carrier wave, so it is demodulated (quadrature demodulation) to bring it 

to a baseband signal which will make the signal to be imaginary (having phase and magnitude).  Due to 

azimuth beam pattern this modulated signal will be phase shifted, time delayed, attenuated and 

amplitude modified, and the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [9, 10], the received 

signal will be  

 

𝑆𝑅𝑋(𝑡, 𝜂) = ∑ [𝐹𝑚𝑊𝑚 (𝑡 −
2𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
) 𝑊𝑎(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑐)𝑐𝑜𝑠 [2𝜋𝑓0 (𝑡 −

𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
) + 𝜋𝐾𝑅 (𝑡 −

2𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
)

2
+𝑀−1

𝑚=0

𝜓]] + 𝑛𝑚(𝑡, 𝜂)                                                                                                                  (7) 

Where   

𝜂   Azimuth time (time due to the speed of the platform), 

𝜂𝑐   Time of zero Doppler, 

 
2𝑅𝑚(𝜂)

𝑐
  Time delay, 

𝐾𝑅 constant reflectivity of the target, 

𝐹𝑚  Attenuation factor from reflection at the target, 

 ѱ    Phase shift from reflection at the target, 

𝑤𝑎(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑐)    Azimuth beam patten amplitude and  

𝑛𝑚(𝑡, 𝜂)     Is additive white Gaussian noise 

The received signal is then processed where phase and magnitude are taken into account to generate and 

store the raw data.  Due to SAR framework, the generated raw data can be easily reprocessed and then 

simulated with the help of MATLAB functions to compute the image of the target [9, 10].  
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2.7 Ultra-Wide Band SAR 

UWB SAR is the radar sensor which uses UWB signal for detection and ranging. UWB signal is a 

short pulsed signal with duration less than one nanosecond. Since the pulsed signal is in the order of 

nanosecond its spectrum becomes very narrow-width, this will cause the signal to have very large 

spectrum so-called wide frequency band. The bandwidth of the UWB signal can be defined as at least 

25% of the center frequency, an example for UWB signal centered at 2GHz would have the minimum 

bandwidth of 500MHz [11, 12]. Mathematically can be represented by the expression (8) or (9). 

 

𝑓𝑟 =
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑓𝑐
≥ 25%                                                       (8) 

Or  

𝐵 ≥ 500𝑀𝐻𝑧                                                              (9) 

 

Where 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum frequency, 𝑓𝑐  is the center frequency and 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum frequency 

of the signal.  

 UWB SAR have wide antennas beam width for better detection of the signal because when UWB signal 

encountered with white noise at the channel, the pulses becomes narrower and narrower, these very 

short pulse need a wider receiver bandwidth as conventional radar[11, 12].  

2.8 UWB SAR Data Processing 

UWB SAR is a low energy radar. Low energy radar is usually affected by the external interferer 

operating in radio frequency such as such as base stations used in mobile communication, with this 

interference the received echoes is worthless. Thus UWB SAR involves pre-processing and processing. 

Pre-processing involve the initial processing of echoes received by an SAR system which suppresses 

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). Then the next step is  processing which involve SAR algorithm 

due to the characteristics of SAR, the choice of algorithm is very critical, not all algorithm are valid, the 

choice of the algorithm should fulfil the following demands, it doesn’t require computer with larger 

memory, support real-time processing and it manage motion error compensation for imaging and the 

target [13]  
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3 Methodology 

This chapter will introduce  polarimetry technique to the SAR system and how its implementation affect  

SAR detection capabilities especially on identifying the orientation of the target. Furthermore, it will 

expalain the Rotation matrix theory and it changes the coordinates of the vector.  These two are the 

principles applications for target orientation detection for synthetic aperture radar. 

3.1 Polarimetry 

This is the combination of two words, Polar which stands for Polarization and Metry for Measure. 

Polarimetry is the technique of acquiring, processing and analyzing the state of an electromagnetic field.  

It is the technique used to measure polarizations state or change in polarization state of an 

electromagnetic. Electromagnetic wave is said to be linearly polarised when it vibrate in a single plane 

[14]. 

3.1.1 Polarization State of the Electromagnetic Wave   

This phenomenon is well described by orientation and ellipticity angles. Electromagnetic magnetic wave 

is composed of the electric and magnetic wave but the polarization of electromagnetic magnetic wave 

is described by the locus of its electric field vector in a plane perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation. Electric field of a plane wave is the vector sum of its vertical and horizontal which are 

characterized by their phase relationship an amplitudes [14]. See Figure 5 below. 

 

 

Figure 5:Illustrating the propagation of an electromagnetic plane wave. horizontal (green) and 

vertical (blue) electric field components[14] 
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In Figure 5 the  net yield electric field vector wave (red) is regulary traced and when viewed along 

the direction of propagation it can be be seen as an ellipse (orange). This ellipse is called polarization 

ellipse. The polarization ellipse is used to to describe the polarization state of electromagnetic wave 

[14]. See Figure 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Polarization ellipse showing the orientation angle is (ψ)  and ellipticity angle (χ)[14] 

 

As seen in Figure 6 above the ellipse has major radius a, and minor radius b. the angle from the positive 

horizontal axis counter-clockwise to the major radius is called orientation angle. Orientation angel takes 

values between 0° and 180° and ellipticity angle (χ) is the angle that describe the degree to which ellipse 

oval, and it takes values between 45° to -45° [14]. 

 

There are several kinds of electromagnetic wave polarizations, but in this thesis the focus is on linear 

polarization. Linear polarization is achieved when ellipticity angle equals zero (χ=0̊) and orientation 

angle varies between 0° and 180° (0° ≤ 𝜓 ≤ 180°). This is well described in Figure 7, where it shows 

the variation of orientation angle to give different polarizations state of a linear polarization. Example 
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horizontal polarization is achieved when ellipticity angle (χ=0)̊, and the orientation angle (ψ=0°),  See 

Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7:Linear polarization of an EM wave [14]. Red Arrow represent tLinearly polarized electric 

field. 

 

3.1.2 Polarization on SAR System 

Polarization in SAR System is the utilization of polarimetry in radar applications. The radar system uses 

the special antenna designed to transmit and receive signal of a specific polarization. Horns, waveguides, 

dipoles and patches are different forms of the antenna which can be designed this way. In a simple radar 

system, it uses two antennas (transmitter and receiver antennas). The transmitter antenna is configured 

in such a way that the transmitted signal is purely polarized with the specific design of polarization and 

the electric and mechanical properties of the receiver antennae so configured so that it is matched to the 

same polarization as the transmitted signal on reception [14]. In this thesis work, a simple SAR system 

was used to transmit and receive wave in more than one polarization, this was possible because the radar 

antennas were manually rotated to direct waves to the different polarization. During data collection the 

radar antennas was set transmit and receive the signal in, 

1.      HH – Means the radar system was configured to transmits the horizontally polarized 

signal and receive horizontally polarized signal, (HH) 
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2.      VV - Means the radar system was configured to transmits the vertically polarized signal 

and receive vertically polarized signal, (VV) 

3.      HV - Means the radar system was configured to transmits the horizontally polarized signal 

and receive the vertically polarized signal (HV), and 

4.      VH - Means the radar system was configured to transmits the vertically polarized signal 

and receive horizontally polarized signal (VH). 

HH and VV combinations are referred to as like-polarized because they transmit and receive 

polarizations are the same and HV and HV combinations are referred to as cross-polarized because the 

transmit and receive polarizations are orthogonal to one another. A radar system can have different 

levels of polarization complexity which are single polarized HH or VV or HV or VH, dual polarized - 

HH and HV, VV and VH, or HH and VV and four polarizations HH, VV, HV, and VH. Without the 

polarimetry technique the synthetic aperture can just detect the target's distance from the radar but with 

polarimetry, it will be capable of target detection as well as its orientation. Polarimetry offers very 

significant improvements of SAR [14]. 

3.2 Rotational Matrix 

In linear algebra, a rotation matrix is a matrix that is used to change the coordinates of a vector in 

Euclidean space. It can be 2D or 3D rotational matrix, but here the focus will specifically be on 2D 

rotational matrix. In order to achieve objective of the thesis rotation matrix theory is implemented. 

Rotation matrix is used to rotate the SAR antennas virtually between 0° and 180° by changing the 

coordinates of a complex matrices from the target, by doing that SAR could detect the metal pipe at 

different orientation between 0° and 180°.Consider we want to change the coordinates of vector  𝑉0 to 

𝑉′ by a by rotating angle  𝜃  counterclockwise, if a vector R describes orientation vector [15], then 

 

𝑉′ = 𝑅𝑉0                                                                       (10) 

 

This rotational theory can be described well using Figure 8. 
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Figure 8:Rotation of the axes[15] 

In Figure 8 above, there is vertical (𝐸𝑦) and horizontal (𝐸𝑥) component of the electric field vector. By 

applying rotation vector matrix at an angle 𝜃, vertical (𝐸𝑦) and horizontal (𝐸𝑥) where able to be shifted 

to 𝐸′𝑦 and 𝐸′𝑥.  

 

By considering scattering matrix T defined by the coordinates system (𝑥, �̂�).  

 

𝑻 = [
𝑆𝑥𝑥 𝑆𝑥𝑦

𝑆𝑦𝑥 𝑆𝑦𝑦
] = [

𝑆ℎℎ 𝑆ℎ𝑣

𝑆𝑣ℎ 𝑆𝑣𝑣
]                                                       (11) 

 

Any polarization state of the antenna can now be calculated, Assume now Vector   𝐴   describes the 

orientation of the transmitting antenna, the polarization state of the receiving antenna can be calculated 

by the equation below. 

𝐵 = 𝑇𝐴                                                                           (12) 

 

If we want to change the coordinate system by rotating to the system  (𝑥′, �̂�′) 

 

𝐸′ = 𝑈𝐸                                                                          (13) 

 

𝐸 = [
𝐸𝑥

𝐸𝑦
]                                                                        (14) 

 

Rotational matrix is defined by 

 

𝑅𝑚 = [
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
]                                                              (15) 
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Vector    𝑅𝑚 and 𝐵 and the matrix  𝑇 can be transformed to the system (𝑥′, �̂�′) by the following 

equations 

𝐴′ = 𝑅𝑚𝐴                                                                      (16) 

 

Where 

 

𝐴 = 𝑅𝑚
−1𝐴                                                                    (17) 

 

There for 

 

𝐵′ = 𝑅𝑚𝐵                                                                    (18) 

 

Where 

 

𝐵 = 𝑅𝑚
−1𝐵                                                                 (19) 

 

From equation 

 

𝑇′ = 𝑅𝑚𝑇𝑅𝑚
−1                                                            (20) 

 

 

𝑇′ = [
𝑆′ℎℎ 𝑆′ℎ𝑣

𝑆′𝑣ℎ 𝑆′𝑣𝑣
]                                                             (21) 

 

𝑇′ Represent the shifted vector matrix, and from equation (15) to (20) describe mathematically Figure 

8. 
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4 Process and Results 

This chapter will presents and discusses the radar set and step by step procedures, utilization of 

polarimetry techinique to the SAR and applying  rotation theorem and assumptions set in Chapter 3. 

Furthermore, it will discuss the Radar setup, measurement and present the results. 

4.1.1 Radar Setting and Measurement 

The Figure 9 shows the radar used in this thesis work, as seen radar system is composed of transmitter 

antenna, receiver antenna, signal generator and metal plate in settled between the antennas as 

indicated. The role of the metal plate is to avoid the cross talk between the two antennas during data 

acquisition process. 

 

 

Figure 9:SAR system designed by Radarbolaget 

 

During the data acquisition, the target is placed first horizontally and then vertically for a scan, and in 

each time four different measurement were taken at a different time by applying polarimetry technique 

to the SAR system, the polarimetry technique is done manually since the antennas are flexible (can be 

rotated 90 degree). Figure 10 shows how manually the polarimetry technique is applied 
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Figure 10:Radar set at VV and VH 

 

As seen in Figure 10, VV is a like-polarization, the radar is set to transmit vertically polarized signal 

and receive vertically polarized signal. This is done by rotating the antennas manually, the radar can 

also be set to HH, and at VH the radar is set to transmit vertical polarized signal and receive in 

horizontally polarized signal by adjusting manually the radar can also be set to HV. 

 

As mentioned in the theory part the orientation of the target is determined when looking at the 3D image 

intensities obtained. For a vertically or horizontally oriented. The SAR 3D images are determined by 

following procedures below.  

1. Place the target either in vertical or horizontal 

2. Set the radar on HH and start to scan the target to get the raw data. 

3. Repeat the step 2 three more times with the radar set to HV, VH and VV. 

4. Since the raw data are not compatible with MATLAB, convert the data to M-files individually. 

5. Then transform the M-files data into frequency domain data (complex 3D matrix form), since 

they were in time domain and the imaging algorithm designed in a Frequency domain. 

6. The 3D matrices are then processed by SAIL to generate four 3D images 

7. The orientation of the metal target is determined by looking at the figure where the image is 

clearly seen. 

 

These procedures can be well described by the Figure 11, where the first box represent the radar seen 

in Figure 11, the raw data are obtained when scanning the target for different time, each time having 

different radar set (HH, VH,HV and VV). In the processing box, the raw data is converted to M-file 

data then transfomed into frequency domain (this is done individually which means four separate 3D 

matrices will be obrained). Then processed by SAIL to get four different images. 
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Figure 11:Procedure describing image formation for vertically or hozizontally oriented target 

 

And for a target oriented at a certain angle, there is an addition box in which the rotatio matrix theory 

is implement, see Figure 12 below. 

 

Figure 12:Procedure describing image formation for a target oriented at a certain angle 

 

The rotation matrix aim to change the coordinates of the 3D complex matrices to find the cordinated 

with highest image intensity. This is similar as saying the radar antennas are being virtually rotated to 

detect the orientation og the target. The rotation process is well explained by the steps below. 

1. After getting four complex 3d matrices of HH, VH, HV and VV as indicated on Figure 12. 

You multiply with the rotation matrix starting with 𝜃 = 0° (here matrices will not change ) 
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2. Proces the obtained matrices with SAIL to plot the 3D represenataive of the target and with 

the help of MATLAB, find the coordinates with maximum signal intesity and save the signal 

inetesity values for HH,VH, HV and VV in the same cordinate.  

3.  Repeat step 1, for 𝜃 = 1° to 90°, and continue with the next steps.  

 

4.2 Results 

In this section polarimetry is applied to the SAR to be able to detect a thin metal pipe vertically, 

horizontally and at different orientation. Preliminary measurements were done, here the focus was in 

the verification of polarimetry techniques and rotation theory. 

4.2.1 Realization of Polarimetry Technique 

For SAR at HH, HV, VH and VV, four complex 3D matrices 𝑀ℎℎ, 𝑀𝑣ℎ, 𝑀ℎ𝑣 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑣𝑣 are obtained, as 

indicated in Figure 11. These four matrices are then processed by SAIL to obtain four 3D images, the 

images are being represented in 3D. In the first scan, the target is place 2 meters oriented horizontally 

from the radar and the result are in Figure 13 below. 

 

 

Figure 13:Four 3D representation of the metal target horizontally oriented 

Figure 13 represent four 3D representation of the target, as seen there are four 3D volume, the axes are 

dimensioned in mm. 

 1.HH (represent the 3D representation of the target when the radar is set to HH), 

 2.VH (represent the 3D representation of the target when the radar is set to VH), 

 3.HV (represent the 3D representation of the target when the radar is set to HV) 

 4.VV (represent the 3D representation of the target when the radar is set to VV) 
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Observation 

At 2.VH, 3.HV and 4.VV nothing is seen, but the target is clearly seen at 1.HH, this tells for the 

horizontally oriented target, the sent signal to the target must be horizontally polarized, this makes the 

signal from the target to carry target’s information and since the receiver antenna of the radar receive 

horizontally polarized signal, the received signal will be easily received and detected. This will make 

the SAR to be able to detect horizontally oriented target.  

                         

Further verification was done for polarimetry technique, but here the target is vertically oriented. See 

the result in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 14:Four 3D representation of the metal target vertically oriented 

 

In Figure 14, there are same description as on Figure 13. 

 

Observation 

Nothing is seen on neither 1.HH, 2.VH nor 3.HV, this is because in 2.VH and 3.HV the radar was set to 

operate on cross-polarization mode (transmitter and receiver antennas are set in different polarization) 

during scan which make the signal from the target to be weak. On the other hand at 1.HH nothing is 

seen because the signal sent is horizontally polarized but the target is vertically oriented which makes 

the signal from the target to be weak (with no or less information about the target) and fail to be detected 

at the receiver. But at 4.VV the target is clearly seen because the sent signal and the target are in the 

same polarization (vertical) which makes the signal from the target to be well detected by the receiver 

antenna. 
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4.2.2 Realization of Polarimetry Technique and Rotation Theory 

In this section rotation matrix is introduced to change the polarization of the SAR antennas virtually by 

means of MATLAB. This is done as explained in Section 3.2, to get new complex 3D matrices, this will 

be seen as the radar antennas is shifted to another orientation virtually. By starting, one will take 𝜃 =

90° and use the rotation matrix to rotate HH virtually and behave as VV and vice versa and VH will 

behave like HV and vice versa. With 𝜃 = 90°  the rotation matric becomes. 

 

𝑅𝑚 = [
0 1

−1 0
]                                                                     (22) 

 

Here the four complex 3D matrix will be combine in such a way they will be treated as one complex 

cell matrix and then multiplied by the rotation matrix and then processed by SAIL. This phenomenon is 

as saying as the radar antennas are virtually shifted by  90° . This means when the radar is set to operate 

at HH and one rotate by 90° ,the radar will look as is operating at VV virtually and vice versa, same 

way when it operate at  HV it will behave like it operates as VH. 

 

This phenomenon can be verified with the same data when the target horizontally oriented. See Figure 

15. 

 

Figure 15:Four 3D representation of the metal target horizontally oriented with rotation 

 

 

Observation 

The expectation was seeing the target at 1.HH because the sent signal is horizontally polarized and the 

target is horizontally oriented which makes the signal from the target to be horizontally polarized and 

makes it easy to be detected by the receiver antenna. But what happened is, when the complex matrix 
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form the radar set to HH is treated with Rotation matrix with 𝜃 = 90°, the elements of the complex 

matrix were converted to match with the one with obtained when the radar was set to VV. This makes 

the target to be seen at 4.VV. same way what is seen at 2.VH in Figure 12 is wat is seen in Figure 15 at 

3.HV and vice versa. Furthermore nothing is seen at 2.VH and 3.HV is because the received signal from 

the target is weak and carry no or less information about the target.  

 

Same phenomenon is verified when the target was vertically oriented, see Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16:Four 3D representation of the metal target vertically oriented with rotation 

 

Observation   

As seen in Figure 16, the target is clearly seen at 1.HH while the target is vertically oriented, the 

expectation was to see the target at 4.VV as explained on Figure 14, this is because when the radar set 

at VV is rotated virtually counter clockwise using MATLAB it will operate as HH. Furthermore what 

is seen at 2.VH in Figure 14 is what is seen at 3.HV in Figure 16 and vice versa for 3.HV in Figure 14 

and 2.VH in Figure 16, because 2.VH in Figure 16 was counter clockwise virtually rotated by 90° and 

be able to detect same as what was detected at 3.HV in Figure 14. Same way because 3.HV in Figure 

16 was counter clockwise virtually rotated by 90° and be able to detect same as what was detected at 

2.VH in Figure 14. 

4.2.3 Target Orientation Detection 

By considering the steps on page 18 and 19, Different target scans were done for target placed at 

different orientation.  
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3.2.3.1 Target Oriented Between 90° and 180° 

The first measurement the target was oriented at certain angle between 90° and 180° and  result is in 

Figure 17 below. 

 

 

Figure 17: Four 3D representation of the metal target oriented with rotation between 90° and 180° 

 

Observation 

As seen in Figure 16 the target is seen in both 1.HH and 4.VV but the image intensity is higher at 1.HH 

that at 4.VV, this is because the target seems to approach the  horizontal axis, as well explianed on 

Section 4.2.2 when the target is on the same orientation as polarization of the antennas the signal back 

to the receiver antenna from the target is well detected with high signal strength. 

 

With help of MATLAB  the coordinates with maximum signal strength is found in order to get  the 

intesities of of different radar  set with their coresponding angles were obtaine, see  Table 1. 
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Table 1: Image intesisties values for different radar set and their coresponding angle (first      

measurement) 

Image intensities 

Orienttaion angle(degree) Radar set HH Radar set VH Radar set HV Radar set VV 

0 10.11 6.29  6.17 8.52 

15 8.71  7.08 5.91 8.86 

30 7.42  8.02 6.57 9.39 

45 6.49 8.12 7.16 10.17 

60 6.64 7.57 7.08 10.78 

75 7.68 6.82 6.29 10.71 

90 8.52 6.17 6.17 10.11 

105 8.86 6.29 7.57 8.71 

120 9.39 7.08 8.12 7.42 

135 10.17 7.16 8.02 6.49 

150 10.78 6.57 7.08 6.64 

165 10.71 5.91 6.29 7.68 

180 10.11 6.29 6.17 8.52 

 

 

The data from the table above is then line plotted using MATLAB and results are in the Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 18: Target orientation detected when radar is set to VV 

Observation 
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In Figure 18, there are for curves as seen  which give the relation between signal intensity and orientation 

angle. The image intensity at 0° is higher at HH than at VV which matches with what is seen on Figure 

17. By rotation the radar antenna virtually counter clockwise from 0° the image intesity start to increse 

at VV and decrese at HH until it reaches 60° where there is the maximum image intensity at VV and 

minimum image intesity at HH. This means  at an angle of 60° from the vertical, the radar antennas were 

in  same orienation as the orientation of the target. From the above obsevation the target was orinted at 

an angle of 150° from horizontal positive x-axis. Furthermore the curves of HV and VH have low signal 

intensity because the received signals from the target have the different polarization as the polarization 

of the receive antenna, hence no signal detected. 

 

1.2.3.1 Target Oriented Between 0° and 90° 

The result for the second measurement where the target was oriented between 90° and 180° is 

presented on Figure 19. 

 

 

Figure 19: Four 3D representation of the metal target oriented with rotation between 0° and 90° 

 

Obsevation 

As seen in the Figure 19, the target is well seen in both 1.HH and 4.VV, but their intiesities are different, 

at 1.HH the image seen to have higher intensity, this tells that the target was oriented between 0° and 

45° which means the target was closing horizontal axis, because the closer the target orientation with 

the radar antennas polarization the higher the image intensity. 
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Same as the first measurement, by the help of the MATLAB the cordinate of the point of with higher 

image intesity was found in order to find intensities with their corresponding orintation angles. See Table 

2, the data on Table 2 are then plotted to find the orientation of the target. 

Table 2: Image intesisties values for different radar set and their coresponding angle (second 

measurement) 

 

Image intensities 

Orienttaion angle(degree) HH Radar set VH Radar set HV Radar set VV Radar set 

0 9.52 6.15 6.21 8.72 

15 10.41  6.21 6.70 7.63 

30 10.92 6.75 7.51 7.35 

45 10.81 7.01 7.85 7.25 

60 10.02 6.70 7.71 7.43 

75 9.61 6.15 7.12 8.41 

90 8.72 6.23 6.23 9.52 

105 7.63 7.12 6.15 10.41  

120 7.35 7.71 6.70 10.92 

135 7.25 7.85 7.01 10.81 

150 7.43 7.51 6.72 10.02 

165 8.41 6.70 6.21 9.61 

180 9.52 6.21 6.15 8.72 

 

 

In Figure 20, there is same description as in Figure 18, as seen the curves give the relation between 

image intensity and orientation angle. The image intensity at 0° is higher at HH than at VV which 

matches with what is seen on Figure 19. By rotation the radar antenna virtually counter clockwise from 

0° the image intesity start for increse at HH and decrese at VV,  this means the intensities are varying 

depending on which radar set is aproching the orintation of the target. At and angle of 30° HH is having 

a maximum image intensiy because the antennas have reached an exact orientation angle of the target, 

since HH is having the maximum intensity at 30°, it means the target is at an angle of 30° from 

horizontal. Furthermore the curves of HV and VH have low signal intensity because the antennas are 

cross-polarized hence weak signal arrived at the receiver. See Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Target orientation detected when radar is set to HH 
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5 Conclusions 

This is the last chapter of this report which will summarise the results and recommend the future work 

to be done in this field, Furthermore it highlight the challenges encountered to get the final results.  

 

5.1 Summary of Results 

In this thesis, the proposed Polarimetry theorem was analyzed where it was verified that for a target 

(pipe) oriented at a certain angle is well detected by linearly polarized signal of same angle as the 

polarization angle of electromagnetic wave. The detection was sensitive to the radar set. Different SAR 

set have different impact on target detection, For the radar to be able to detect the target the radar antenna 

should transmit and receive signal of the same orientation angle of polarized signal.  

 For a metal pipe vertically oriented the radar antennas should send and receive vertically 

polarized signal. 

 For a metal pipe horizontally oriented the radar antennas should send and receive horizontally 

polarized signal. 

 

It also analyses the implantation of rotation theory on SAR polarimetry and the results verify that the 

radar antennas can be virtually rotated to detect the orientation angle of the target. Rotation theory played 

an important role on target orientation angle detection. 

 

The improvement of the SAR on target orientation detection capability is achieved by one hundred 

percent after implementing the polarimetry technique and rotation matrix theory. This is proved by 

Section 4.2.3, the method implemented made the SAR to detect the target placed at different orientation 

angle able. The method 100% accurate. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix contain MATLAB scripts and functions used to detect the orientation of the metal 

target 

 

1. loadrdaV24a_24bMultiple.m: Function to perform a FFT on the data. 

function Values_S3333 =RadarBolaget(Values_S3333); 

  

% This function process the FFT of the datas 

  

data=Values_S3333; 

  

for i= 1: length(data(:,1)) 

    len=length(data(1,:)); 

    y=data(i,2:length(data(i,:))); 

    Fs=72e9; 

    NFFT = 2^nextpow2(len); % Next power of 2 from length of y 

    Y = fft(y,NFFT)/len; 

    Values_S3333(i,1)=data(i,1); 

    Values_S3333(i,2:length(Y)+1)=Y; 

end 

 

 

2. RadarBolaget.m : Function to read the .rda files generated by the radar 

 

function [meas] = loadrdaV24a_24Multiple(filename) 

%% 

% Attached you will find the m-file for reading the .rda files into 

Matlab. 

%  

% If you run for example: 

% filename='F:\frenchtest\frenchtest_1.rda'; 

% loadedRDAFile=loadrdaV24a_24bMultiple(filename); 

%  

% ... the loadedRDAFile variable will consist of a <1X188 struct> 

%  

% each struct is one measurements, so we did 188 measurements in 

this file. 

%% 

  

%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

fid=1; 

fileIndex=1; 

%FileName=strcat(filename,'_',num2str(fileIndex),'.rda') 

FileName=filename; 

fid =fopen(FileName); 

while fid>0 

numFiles=fileIndex; 

temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 
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measure.Version=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

measure.Start=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))'); 

measure.Stop=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))'); 

temp=fread(fid,1,'uint8'); 

count1=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

pause=0; 

for numFiles=1:count1 

   

 %if numFiles==301 

 %    break; 

 %end 

    count2=fread(fid,1,'uint'); %Node count 

    for j=1:count2 

        temp1=fread(fid,1,'char');  %Transmitter ID 

        temp2=fread(fid,1,'char');  %Receiver ID 

        temp3=fread(fid,1,'char');  %Transmitter Antenna 

        temp4=fread(fid,1,'char');  %Receiver Antenna 

         

        

pair=strcat('s',int2str(temp1),int2str(temp3),int2str(temp2),int2str

(temp4)); 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).Version=fread(fid,1,'uint8'); %uc 

Version 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'uint');                    

        meas(numFiles).(pair).Start=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))');    

%Start 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).End=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))');      

%End 

        pause=fread(fid,1,'uint8');              %Pause 

         

        temp=fread(fid,1,'uint');               %"0" 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'uint');               %Kevas Filter Code 

        count3=fread(fid,1,'uint');             %Point count 

                        

        if count3>0 

            %Subbins = zeros(1:count3); 

        for k=1:count3 

            %disp(fread(fid,1,'float')) 

            temp=fread(fid,1,'float');  %Index 

            temp=fread(fid,1,'double'); % Strength 

            temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); % Code 

             

        end 

               

        end 

         

        pluginData=fread(fid,1,'uint8');              % PluginData 

         

        if pluginData>0 

            meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.Type=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

            

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.FileVersion=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

            sizeData=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

            if meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.Type==7 && 

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.FileVersion==1 
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meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.PillarStartPosReqTime=(char(fread(fid,2

3,'char'))'); % Pillar Start Pos. Request Time 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.PillarStartPosResTime=(char(fread(fid,2

3,'char'))'); % Pillar Start Pos. Responce Time 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.PillarEndPosReqTime=(char(fread(fid,23,

'char'))');   % Pillar End Pos. Request Time 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.PillarEndPosResTime=(char(fread(fid,23,

'char'))');   % Pillar End Pos. Responce Time 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.StartPos=fread(fid,1,'float'); 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.EndPos=fread(fid,1,'float'); 

            elseif meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.Type==8 && 

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.FileVersion==1 

                meas(numFiles).(pair).EVK.Pos=fread(fid,1,'float'); 

% Pillar Start Pos. Request Time 

            elseif meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.Type==9 && 

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.FileVersion==1 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.ScanPosX=fread(fid,1,'float'); 

                

meas(numFiles).(pair).Plugin.ScanPosY=fread(fid,1,'float'); 

            else 

                disp('Plugin version problem?') 

            end 

             

             

        end 

         

        meas(numFiles).(pair).Average=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).MaxValue=fread(fid,1,'double'); 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); %"0" 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).EdgeSync=fread(fid,1,'float')/10; 

%Edge Sync value (x/10) 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'float'); %Edge Sync amplitude factor - 

only in version "20" 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

        Ref=fread(fid,1,'uint8'); 

         

        if Ref==1 

            meas(numFiles).(pair).Type=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

            

meas(numFiles).(pair).Start=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))'); 

            meas(numFiles).(pair).End=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))'); 

        end 

        temp=fread(fid,1,'float'); %-2 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).NoiseValue = fread(fid,1,'double'); 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).SubbinsCount= fread(fid,1,'char'); 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).RpuStartIndex = fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

        meas(numFiles).(pair).StartIndex = fread(fid,1,'uint'); 
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         count4=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

          

         for l=1:count4 

             arrayen(l)=fread(fid,1,'float'); 

         end 

         meas(numFiles).(pair).ValueCount=count4; 

         meas(numFiles).(pair).Value=arrayen; 

         clear arrayen; 

    end 

  

WRTStatusCount=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

if WRTStatusCount>0 

for m=1:WRTStatusCount 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'double'); 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'double'); 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'uint'); 

    temp=fread(fid,1,'double'); 

    temp=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))'); 

    temp=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))'); 

end 

end 

temp=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))');     % Currently not used 

temp=(char(fread(fid,23,'char'))');              % "0" 

temp=fread(fid,1,'char'); 

temp=fread(fid,1,'char'); 

temp=fread(fid,1,'char'); 

temp=fread(fid,1,'uint8'); 

end 

fclose(fid); 

fileIndex=fileIndex+1; 

FileName=strcat(filename,'_',num2str(fileIndex),'.rda'); 

fid =fopen(FileName); 

end 

%fclose(fid); 

end 

  

 

3. Processing_data_for_SAIL.m : This matlab code aims to convert .rda files into .mat files for 

SAIL WHEN x and y radar coordinates are fixed. 

 

clear all; 

close all; 

clc; 

   

load f.mat; 

rep='measurements\spiral\File from Radar\H V'; 

rep2='measurements\empty2\File from Radar\H V'; 

ext='*.rda'; 

  

path=fullfile(rep,ext); 

path2=fullfile(rep2,ext); 
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list=dir(path); 

list2=dir(path2); 

[~,idx] = sort([list.datenum]); 

[~,idx2] = sort([list2.datenum]); 

Daz=zeros(sqrt(numel(list)),sqrt(numel(list)),341); 

DY=zeros(1,sqrt(numel(list))); 

  

f=f(1:end-1)/1e9; 

ind = f>0 & f<12; 

F = f(ind); 

  

j=1; 

for i=1:sqrt(numel(list)):numel(list) 

    l=1; 

    for n = i:i+sqrt(numel(list))-1 

        filename=fullfile(rep, list(idx(n)).name); 

        loadedRDAFile=loadrdaV24a_24bMultiple(filename); 

        ValueCount=loadedRDAFile(1).s3333.ValueCount; 

        y_Position(j)=loadedRDAFile(1).s3333.Plugin.ScanPosY; % This 

variables contains the Y radar position. 

        x_Position(n)=loadedRDAFile(1).s3333.Plugin.ScanPosX; % This 

variables contains the X radar position. 

        Values_S3333(l,:)=loadedRDAFile(1).s3333.Value; 

         

        filename2=fullfile(rep2, list2(idx2(n)).name); 

        loadedRDAFile2=loadrdaV24a_24bMultiple(filename2); 

        ValueCount2=loadedRDAFile2(1).s3333.ValueCount; 

        y_Position2(j)=loadedRDAFile2(1).s3333.Plugin.ScanPosY; % 

This variables contains the Y radar position. 

        x_Position2(n)=loadedRDAFile2(1).s3333.Plugin.ScanPosX; % 

This variables contains the X radar position. 

        Values_S33332(l,:)=loadedRDAFile2(1).s3333.Value; 

         

        l = l+1; 

    end 

    A=Values_S3333; 

    B=Values_S33332; 

     

    [x_max,y_max]=size(A);  

     

    C=A-B;  % background removal 

  

    E=y_Position; 

    D=RadarBolaget(C); 

    d1 = D(:,2:end); 

    D1 = d1(1:sqrt(numel(list)),ind); % Selection of the 

"n_meas_min" measurements and selection of "ind" datas values for 

each measurement. 

     

    Daz(:,j,:)=D1; % Filling the 3D matrix of datas. 

    j=j+1; 

end 

  

% Creation of the "data" structure. 
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data.scan.channel.vdF = F; 

data.scan.scanner.vdX = x_Position(1:1+sqrt(numel(list))-1); 

data.scan.scanner.vdY = floor(E); 

data.scan.channel.trace.mcData = Daz; 

  

save(['measurements\spiral\3D processing cleaned data for 

SAIL\2_HV.mat'],'data') 

 

4.  radar_pol_mat.m :  Function for transforming radar data from certain antenna orientations to 

another antenna orientation, given by the rotation angle theta. 

 

function [ data_HHrot, data_HVrot, data_VHrot, data_VVrot ] = 

radar_pol_mat( data_HH, data_HV, data_VH, data_VV, theta  ) 

  

  

% Function for transforming radar data from certain antenna 

orientations to 

% another antenna orientation, given by the rotation angle theta. 

The data 

% should be in frequency domain. The output data can then be used in 

SAR 

% algorithms in the same way as the input data.  

% The imput data are in 3 dimensions and don't need to be 

transformed. 

% 

% 

  

% INPUT 

% data_HH   Matrix:Each row is the fft of the radar signal. Data 

from the antenna orientation HH 

%data_HV,   Matrix, as data_HH, antenna orientation HV 

%data_VH    Matrix, as data_HH, antenna orientation VH 

%data_VV    Matrix, as data_HH, antenna orientation VV 

% 

% theta: rotation angle in degrees 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% OUTPUT 

% data_HHrot   Matrix, as data_HH, but for antenna orientations 

rotated theta  

%              relative to the original one  

% data_HVrot   Matrix, as data_HHrot, but for data_HV 

% data_VHrot   Matrix, as data_HHrot, but for data_VH 

% data_VVrot   Matrix, as data_HHrot, but for data_VV 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% 

  

size_HH=size(data_HH); 

No_of_rows=size_HH(3); 

  

    for ii=1:No_of_rows 
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        % The frequency data for measurement ii  

        t11 = data_HH(:,:,ii);  

        t12 = data_HV(:,:,ii);  

        t21 = data_VH(:,:,ii);  

        t22 = data_VV(:,:,ii);  

         

    % perform matrix calculation T' = U*T*U^(-1), where T is the 

matrix 

    % with the origianl data and U is the rotation matrix;  

    % U = [cos(theta) sin(theta);-sin(theta) cos(theta)];  

   

    theta_rad = theta*pi/180;   

     

    % inverse of rotation matrix:  U^(-1) 

    [uinv11,uinv12,uinv21,uinv22] = 

matrix_2x2_inv(cos(theta_rad),sin(theta_rad),-

sin(theta_rad),cos(theta_rad));  

     

     

    % Dummy for  U*T 

[dummy11,dummy12,dummy21,dummy22] = 

matrix_2x2_mult(cos(theta_rad),sin(theta_rad),-

sin(theta_rad),cos(theta_rad),t11,t12,t21,t22);  

  

  

% Calculate T' = U*T*U^(-1) 

[tp11,tp12,tp21,tp22] = 

matrix_2x2_mult(dummy11,dummy12,dummy21,dummy22,uinv11,uinv12,uinv21

,uinv22); 

  

% put the data in the matrices for the output data  

data_HHrot(:,:,ii) = tp11; 

data_HVrot(:,:,ii) = tp12; 

data_VHrot(:,:,ii) = tp21; 

data_VVrot(:,:,ii) = tp22; 

  

    end  % end of ii counter 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% funcion for multiplication of two matrices,  

    function   [c11,c12,c21,c22] = 

matrix_2x2_mult(a11,a12,a21,a22,b11,b12,b21,b22)  

              

        c11 = a11.*b11 + a12.*b21; 

        c12 = a11.*b12 + a12.*b22;  

        c21 = a21.*b11 + a22.*b21;  

        c22 = a21.*b12 + a22.*b22;  

         

    end 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% funcion for inverse of a matrix,  

    function   [c11,c12,c21,c22] = matrix_2x2_inv(a11,a12,a21,a22)  
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        inv_num = (a11*a22-a12*a21);  

         

        c11 =  a22./inv_num;  

        c12 = -a12./inv_num;  

        c21 = -a21./inv_num;  

        c22 =  a11./inv_num;   

         

    end 

         

end 

 

 

5.  SAIL_process.m : This function uses the SAIL algorithm to plot the 3D image of the target.  

    It also finds the maximum intensity coordinates in the "polarization matrix". 

 

function [ index_X,index_Y,index_Z,M,I ] = SAIL_process( rep, nb_p) 

% This function aims to display from the structure "data" a 3D 

volume 

% representation of the "data". 

% 

% This version is for displaying the 3D volume representation of the 

target 

% for each polarization of Emmettor and Receptor. 

% Furthermore, it creates a 2*2 matrix containing for each points of 

the 

% target, the complex response of the target to the signal for each 

% polarizations. 

% 

% The first part of this Matlab code is reserved to initialization 

of SAIL 

% classes. 

% The second part, via the "run" functions, process the necessary 

spectral 

% decomposition and formating. Then the "VolVoxel" function displays 

the 3D volume 

% representation of the datas. 

  

  

  

%% Initialization of the Spectral Decomposition class. 

  

SD = sailSpectralDecomposition; 

SD.Verbose = ~true; 

SD.Type = sailSpectralDecompositionType.Uniform; 

SD.M = 16; 

  

%% Selection of the "data" directory. 

  

ext='*.mat'; 

  

chemin=fullfile(rep,ext); 

list=dir(chemin); 

figure() 
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%% Research of the maximum bounds between the differents 

polarizations and Initialisation. 

  

max_x=0;max_y=0;max_z=0; 

for n = 1:nb_p 

    filename=fullfile(rep, list(n).name); 

    D = sail.LoadSCNMAT(filename); 

    if max_x<D.sizeX 

        max_x=D.sizeX; 

    end; 

    if max_y<D.sizeY 

        max_y=D.sizeY; 

    end; 

    if max_z<D.sizeF 

        max_z=D.sizeF; 

    end; 

end 

  

  

% Initialization of the polarization matrix. 

  

M=cell(max_x,max_y,max_z); 

for x=1:max_x 

    for y=1:max_y 

        for z=1:max_z 

            M{x,y,z}= zeros(2); 

        end; 

    end; 

end; 

  

%% Initialization and processing for 3D volume representation. 

  

for n = 1:nb_p % Initialization and processing for each 

polarization. 

    filename=fullfile(rep, list(n).name); 

    D = sail.LoadSCNMAT(filename); % Load the datas 

    D.subtractMean(); 

    RMax = sail.RMax(sail.CmmGHz,D.F,2); % maximum unambiguous 

range. 

     

    %% Creation and Initialization of the Uniform SAIL synthetic 

aperture spectrum storage class. 

     

    S = sailSpectrum; 

    S.F = D.F; 

    S.Bounds = D.Bounds; 

    S.sizeX = D.sizeX; 

    S.sizeY = D.sizeY; 

    if SD.Type ~= sailSpectralDecompositionType.Uniform 

        D = D.getAsNonuniform(); 

    end 

     

    %% Creation and Initialization of the Uniform SAIL data storage 

class for volume images. 
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    I = sailImage3D; 

    I.Bounds = [S.Bounds -RMax, 0]; 

    I.sizeX = S.sizeX; 

    I.sizeY = S.sizeY; 

    I.sizeZ = round(RMax/2/(I.X(2)-I.X(1))); 

     

    %% Creation and Initialization of a SAIL method class to 

transform a sailSpectrum to a sailImage3D or vice versa. 

     

    IM = sailImageFormation; 

    IM.Verbose = SD.Verbose; 

    IM.F = S.F; 

    IM.Thickness = abs(diff(I.Bounds(5:6)))*0.5*[1,1]; 

    IM.ZLayerStart = I.Bounds(6); 

     

    IM.M = SD.M; 

    IM.Type = sailImageFormationType.Nonuniform; 

    % IM.Type = sailImageFormationType.NonuniformSlow; 

     

    IM.IsPieceWise = false; 

    if IM.IsPieceWise 

        IM.WaveVelocity = 300*ones(IM.sizeF,2); 

    else 

        IM.WaveVelocity = 300*ones(IM.sizeF,1); 

    end 

     

    %% Processing 

     

    printf(list(n).name);printf('\n'); 

    printf('SD.run().....'); tic; 

    SD.run(D,S); % Create the spectral decomposition (S) of the 

datas(D). 

    printf('complete (%f)\n',toc); 

    printf('IM.run().....'); tic; 

    IM.IsTruncRepair = false; 

    IM.run(S,I); % Create the image(I) from the spectral 

decomposition(S). 

    printf('complete (%f)\n',toc); 

     

    %% Display 

     

    printf('I.VolVoxel...'); tic; 

    if nb_p>1 

        subplot(1,nb_p,n); 

    end; 

    I.VolVoxel('jet'); %'jet' is the colormap. 

    caxis([0,16]);% fix colormap range. 

    title(list(n).name); 

    printf('complete (%f)\n',toc); 

     

    %% Fullfill the polarization Matrix. 

     

    for x=1:I.sizeX 

        for y=1:I.sizeY 
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            for z=1:I.sizeZ 

                mat = M{x,y,z}; 

                if n<3 

                    mat(1,n)=I.Data(x,y,z); 

                else 

                    mat(2,(n-2))=I.Data(x,y,z); 

                end; 

                M{x,y,z}= mat; 

            end; 

        end; 

    end; 

     

    %% Find the position of the maximum 

    maxi = 0; 

    % specify the area to look the maximum 

    % put 1 and I.sizeX, I.sizeY and I.sizeZ for the entire area 

     

    xx1 = 1; 

    xx2 =I.sizeX; 

    yy1 =1; 

    yy2 =I.sizeY; 

    zz1 =1; 

    zz2 =I.sizeZ; 

     

    for x=xx1:xx2 

        for y=yy1:yy2 

            for z=zz1:zz2 

                if maxi < max(max(abs(M{x,y,z}))) 

                    maxi = max(max(abs(M{x,y,z}))); 

                    xm=x; 

                    ym=y; 

                    zm=z; 

                end 

            end; 

        end; 

    end; 

     

    index_x(n)=xm; 

    index_y(n)=ym; 

    index_z(n)=zm; 

    absolute_value(n)=max(max(abs(M{xm,ym,zm}))); 

     

end; 

  

[max_absolute_value index]=max(absolute_value); 

  

index_X=index_x(index); 

index_Y=index_y(index); 

index_Z=index_z(index); 

  

end 
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